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Article f • Enabling Clause 
Effective this12th day of October. 2002, the 
llion Plant of REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, 
INC.. situated at Won. New York, hereinafter 
referred to as the PLANT or the EMPLOYER, 
and the INTERNATIONAL UNION, UNITED 
MINE WORKERS OF AMERICA, hereinafter 
referred to as the UNION, in consideration of the 
mutual covenants herein contained have agreed 
and do agree as follows: 
$e^ton(9)PfiprAg7Bemen^Pra(^c^anda»stcrm 
This Agreement supersedes the collective 
bargaining agreements previously executed by 
the parties. There shall be no prior practices and 
customs observed at the llion Plant, unless iden-
tified in Appendix C. All previous agreements 
not contained in this Agreement, will be super-
seded by this Agreement and to remain in effect 
must be signed and dated on or after the effec-
tive date of this Agreement. 
Section fb) Recognition 
The UNION has been and is recognized as 
the exclusive bargaining agency for the 
Employees of sard llion Plant, This Agreement 
pertains only to the unit to be recognized; it does 
not create any rights or obligations not expressly 
stated herein. AirEmployees shall be or become 
members of the UNION, to the extent and in the 
manner permitted by law. 
Section fc> Nort-Piscrimlnation 
The PLANT and the UNION affirm the poli-
cy of nondiscrimination against any Employee or 
applicant for employment Because of age, dis-
ability (within the meaning of the ADA)t race, 
creed, religion, color, sex, national origin, ances-
(6) 
I 
try or polrtrcal activity (whether intra-Unton or 
otherwise) with respect to wages, hours and 
working conditions. 
Section (d) Definitions 
Wherever the following terms are used in 
this Agreement, they are defined as follows: 
(1) The term "Plant* shad mean the Ifion 
Plant of Remington Arms Company, Inc. located 
at Won. New York 
(2) The terms "Employee" or "Employees" 
shall mean any or all OT those employees at the 
Plant included within the bargaining unit covered 
by this Agreement. 
(3) The terms "Current Employee* or 
"Current Employees" shall mean only those 
employees hired before September 11,1997. 
(4) The terms "New Employee" and "New 
Employees" shall mean onty those employees 
hired on or after September 11,1997. 
(5) When the term "Employeefs)" or a per-
sonal noun or pronoun appears in this 
Agreement, it shall be understood to refer to 
enher the masculine or feminine gender or both 
as applicable in the context in which it appears. 
Section fe) Payroll Deduction 
(1) The PLANT will deduct the membership 
dues, including initiation fees and assessments, 
or the legally required equivalent thereof, of the 
UNION and its various subdivisions, prescribed 
by the UNION, and other authorized deductions, 
from the salary payable within the month of an 
Employee who authorizes the PLANT to make 
such deductions on a form entitled United Mine 
Workers of America Checkoff Authorization 
(7) 
Form. 
(2) All sums deducted in this manner shall 
be turned over by the PLANT to the designated 
representatives of the UNION, together with a 
statement listing the names and social security 
numbers of all unit Employees and the amount 
checked off for each authorized deduction. 
Section (f) Suecessorshtp 
In consideration of the UNION'S execution 
of this Agreement, the EMPLOYER promises 
that the Plant covered by this Agreement shall 
not be sold, conveyed, or otherwise transferred 
or assigned to any successor without first secur-
ing the successors agreement to assume the 
EMPLOYER'S obligations under this Agreement 
including Appendix A. Immediately upon ihe 
conclusion of any such sale, conveyance, 
assignment or transfer of the Plant, the 
EMPLOYER shall notify the UNION of the trans-
action. Such notittcalfon shall be by certified mail 
to the Secretary-Treasurer of the International 
Union and shall be accompanied by documenta-
tion that the successor obligation set forth herein 
has been satisfied. 
(B) 
Article it - Scope and Coverage 
SftcHon (a\ Work Jurisdiction 
AH current bargaining una work including 
processes related to the production and pro-
cessing of firearms and repair and maintenance 
work normally performed al the Plant, and work 
of the type customarily related to all of the above 
snail be performed by bargaining unit Employees 
of the EMPLOYER covered by and in accor-
dance with the terms of this Agreement, except 
as otherwise specified herein. 
Section fbi Exemptions Clause 
It is the intention of this Agreement to 
reserve to the EMPLOYER and except from this 
Agreement an adequate force of supervisory 
employees to effectively conduct the sate and 
efficient operation of the Plant and at the same 
time, 1o provide against the abuse of such 
exemptions by excepting more such employees 
than are reasonably required for thai purpose. 
Exempt employees under this provision are 
salaried employees exempt under the Fair Labor 
Standards Act including the Plant Manager, his 
assistants and their staff, Supervisory employ-
ees with authority to hire, discharge, promote, 
transfer or otherwise effect changes in status of 
Employees or effectively to recommend such 
action. All non-exempt employees excluded from 
the bargaining unit wilt retain such status. All 
other Employees working in or around the Pfant 
shati be covered by this Agreement. 
The UNION will not seek to organize or ask 
recognition for such exempt employees during 
<9) 
the lite of this Agreement. The EMPLCfYER shalf 
not use this provision to exempt trom the provi-
sions of this Agreement more persons than are 
necessary for the safe and efficient operation of 
the Plant. 
Secfen(c)ayervfeogShalffc<Pbrforro 
Supervisory employees shall perform no 
classified work covered by this Agreement 
except in emergencies and except if such work 
is necessary for the purpose of training or 
instructing bargaining unit Employees. Plant 
Management retains the right to audit operations 
which may include measuring and gauging com-
ponents and auditing finished product as well as 
engineering support for product development 
and troubleshooting so long as the number Of 
bargaining unit Employees currently performing 
such work is not eliminated or reduced. When a 
dispute arises under this section, it shall be 
adjudicated through the grievance and arbitra-
tion procedures covered by this Agreement and 
in such proceedings the following rule will apply: 
the burden is on the EMPLOYER to prove that 
classified work has not been performed by 
supervisory personnel. 
Section <d) Management of the Plant 
(1) Management Rights 
The ONION recogniies and agrees that, 
except as specifically limited by the express pro-
visions of this Agreement, the PLANT maintains 
the sole and exclusive right to manage its busi-
ness in such a manner as the PLANT shall 
determine to be in its best interest. The exercise 
or nonexercise ot the rights retained by the 
(10) 
PLANT shall not be deemed to waive any such 
rights or the discretion to exercise arty such 
rights in some other way in the future. 
(2) Most Favored Nations 
During the term of this Agreement should 
the UNION either (A) enter into an agreement 
with any other competing firearms manufacturer 
(with comparable gross sales) other than 
Remington Arms Co., Inc. or any of its compo-
nent divisions, the terms or conditions of which 
agreement are more advantageous to the other 
employer than those contained in this 
Agreement; or (B) Countenance a course of con-
duct by any other comparable competing 
firearms manufacturer signed to an agreement 
with the UNION, which course of conduct 
enables the other employer to operate under 
more advantageous terms and conditions than 
are provided for in this Agreement, the PLANT 
shall be privileged to adopt such advantageous 
terms and conditions upon written notice to the 
UNION of its intent to do so. 
Section <e) UNION'S Rights 
(1) Authorized representatives of the District 
I and the International will be altowed access to 
the Plant property to insure compliance with this 
Agreement, after giving notice and their reason 
for seeking access. The President, Vice 
President and Secretary-Treasurer of the 
International Union wttl be granted access to the 
Plant provided that such officials have given a 
minimum of 48 hours notification and reason of 
their desire to visit. The EMPLOYER shall pro-
vide candidates for UNION office reasonable 
opportunity to campaign among its Employees 
(11) 
during their non-working hours and in non-work-
ing areas, provided there is no interference with 
production. The EMPLOYER further agrees to 
provide space on Plant property for the holding 
of UNION elections and the ratification of collec-
tive bargaining agreements. However, the 
UNION agrees that there shall be no solicitation 
or UNION meetings or promotional UNION activ-
ity on PLANT time. 
(2) The Local Union President, Vice-
President, Financial Secretary, Recording 
Secretary and Employees who are either elected 
or appointed to the Joint Labor-Management 
Communications Committee, the Health and 
Safety Committee, and the Grievance 
Committee shall have the right of movement 
throughout the Plant in the performance of their 
official duties. Local Union Officers and 
Committee members shall seek permission from 
their supervisor to leave their work area in order 
to meet their responsibilities as outlined within 
this Agreement. Permission will be granted 
unless there is a justifiable business reason for 
denying such permission. Once permission has 
been granted, the Employee will be paid their 
regular rate as long as the responsibilities are 
carried out during the Employee's regular work 
hours. 
(3) UNION officials, with proper notification 
to the PLANT, will be excused to participate in 
UNION activities. In cases of District or 
International Conventions or conferences, no 
more than ten (10) Employees shall be excused 
to attend. Employees who have an official 
request for a leave of absence shall be granted 
leave to serve as District or Inlemational officers 
or representatives and shall retain their seniority 
(12) 
and accrue seniority while they are on such 
leave. Employees who have an official request 
for a teave of absence shall be granted leave to 
accept a temporary UNION assignment, not to 
exceed four (4) consecutive months, and to 
return to their former jobs and shifts. No more 
than two (2) Employees may accept such tempo-
rary UNION assignments at the same time. 
Permanent UNION appointees and those 
Employees who are elected to District or 
International office shall be entitled to return to a 
job, provided that Employees with greater sen-. 
iority at the Plant are not on layoff. 
Section (f> Contracting and Subcontracting 
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in 
this Agreement, the PLANT has the unlimited 
right to contract out or transfer work, so long as 
no new layoffs are directly caused by the con-
tracting out or transfer of work. Arty transfer of 
Employees among shifts, jobs, Areas or 
Departments will not be considered a layoff. 
Section fq> Job Security 
During the life of this Agreement, and based 
on market demand, the M/7, M/700, M/700ML, 
M/7600, M/7400, M/1187, M/1100, M/870, 
SP10, M/396, Peerless, M/522, M/552, M/572, 
M/641, and M/581 will continue to be produced 
only at the llion Plant; however, in accordance 
with Article II, Section (f), the PLANT retains the 
right to purchase and/or procure component 
parts and services for the foregoing models. 
(13} 
Article III -Wages and Hours 
Section (a) Basle Workday 
The regular or basic "workday" shall begin 
at 7:00 a.m. and end the following day at 7:00 
a.m. The EMPLOYER may designate other 
"workdays" for individual Employees or groups ol 
Employees following discussion of the need to 
do so with the Local Union. 
Section fb) Basic Workweek 
The regular or basic "workweek" shall begin 
Monday at 7:00 am and shall end the following 
Monday at 7:00 am. The EMPLOYER may des-
ignate other "workweeks" for individual 
Employees or groups of Employees following 
discussion of the need to do so and agreement 
by the Local Union. An Employee's basic "work-
week" will not be changed without seven days 
prior notice. In the event the parties are unable 
to reach agreement regarding the work week 
change, the EMPLOYER may implement Ihe 
change, subject to the UNION'S right to file a 
grievance and submit the matter to arbitration for 
final resolution. In cases where the change is of 
a single week duration, the agreement and 
notice provisions of this section shall not apply, 
but Ihe affected Employee(s) will be given as 
much notice as possible. 
Section fc) Overtime Pay and Premium Pay 
(1) Overtime pay at one and one-half times 
the Employee's regular rate will be paid for: 
A) All hours worked a1 the direction of 
management in excess of eight (8) 
<14) 
hours in any period of twenty-four (24) 
consecutive hours. This provision shall 
not be applicable if the excess hours 
worked are at the request of the 
Employee. 
(B) All hours worked in excess of forty 
(40) in the regular workweek. 
(C) Alt hours worked on the Employee's 
sixth consecutive day. 
(0) All hours worked on Saturday 
unless Saturday is included in the 
Employee's regularly scheduled work-
week. 
(2) Overtime pay at double the Employee's 
regular rate wilt be paid lor: 
{A) All hours worked on the Employee's 
seventh consecutive day. 
(B) All hours worked on Sunday unless 
Sunday is included in the Employee's 
regularly scheduled workweek. 
(3) For the purpose of determining whether 
an Employee has worked a sixth or seventh day 
within the regular workweek as set forth in this 
Article, such Employee shall be considered to 
have performed a day's work when: 
(A) The Employee works the regularly 
scheduled hours in a day. 
(B) The Employee is off work due to a 
Holiday or other Contractual day off. 
(15) 
(C) The Employee is excused for part of 
the day by management. 
(D) The Employee is absent a full day 
as a result of being sent home due to 
lack of work without prior notification 
not to report. 
(4) Work on the seventh consecutive day 
and ail holidays is optional. In the event aH 
Employees refuse such work, management 
retains the righl to assign the least senior 
Employees in the needed job title to work. 
(5) An Empfoyee who is required to work on 
one of his scheduled days of rest shall not be 
required to take compensating time off. 
(6) Overtime opportunities shall be distrib-
uted on an equitable basis. The EMPLOYER is 
responsible for scheduling overtime and deter-
mining qualified Employees to perform overtime 
work. Weekend (and sixth and seventh day 
worked) overtime hours shall be distributed by 
the EMPLOYER among the Employees qualified 
to perform ihe work involved pursuant to the fol-
lowing guidelines: 
(A) All shifts on a particular assignment J 
working overtime: 
(i) Ask regular operator(s) of that 
primary assignment on the shift 
that will be running. 
(ii) If he refuses, ask other opera-
tors in the same Department, on 
the same shift, who are qualified to 
perform Ihe work, 
(16) 
(jjt) If they refuse, ask other opera-
tors in the same Manager's area, 
on the same shift, who are quali-
fied to perform the work. 
(iv) If Ihey refuse, ask other opera-
tors of that primary assignment on 
the next succeeding shifts, in order, 
who are qualified to perform the 
work. 
(B) Only one shift of a multi-shift job 
working overtime: 
The overtime opportunity will be 
offered to all regular operators of 
that primary assignment on all 
shifts on an equitable basts. 
Management reserves the right to 
schedule the specific hours of such 
overtime work. 
Note that in emergency situations, the 
EMPLOYER will take whatever steps are neces-
sary to keep a job running and assure no break 
in 1he production flow. 
(7) When more than one rate is applicable 
to the same hours of work, the rates shall not be 
pyramided, but only the highest single rate appli-
cable shall be paid. Any hours paid for at any 
overtime rate, except hours worked on Holidays, 
shall not be used again for the purpose of deter-
mining any other overtime hours. When time and 
one-hart {11/2), two (2), or two and one half (21/2) 
times rates are paid tor hours worked, such 
hours shall be considered overtime hours. 
(17) 
Section (d) Standard Daily Wage Rale 
The Employee's standard daily wage rate as 
used herein shall be calculated in accordance 
with the lollowing formula: 
Employee's Established StraightTime Rate 
Monthly Salary x t 2 = (Per hour) 
52 Weeks x 40 Hours Per Week 
The term regular rate as used herein shall 
mean the straight time rale plus shift differential, 
if any, bul excluding all other payments. 
Section (e) Hourly Wage Rates and Shift Differential 
(1) Hourly Wage Rates 
(A) The 6-L.evel Pay Structure is included in 
this Agreement as Appendix A. This structure 
will remain the same during the life of this 
Agreement however, all Employees actively 
employed on the effective date of this 
Agreement will receive a general wage increase 
of3,5% on October 12, 2002, a general wage 
increase of 3.0% on September 14, 2003, a 
$500 lump sum payment payable to active 
employees the week of September 12, 2004, a 
general wage increase of 2.75% on September 
13,2005, and a $500 lump sum payment 
payable to active employees the week of 
September 10, 2006. All lump sum payments 
will be part of an Employee's normal annual 
earnings for the purposes of pension calcula-
tions/contributions and 401 (k) contributions. 
(B) Appendix B lists each of the pay levels 
and the job titles and job code numbers incorpo-
rated within each pay level. The EMPLOYER 
(18) 
shall not introduce additional pay levels or job 
titles during the life of this Agreement or com-
bine existing job titles or pay levels without dis-
cussions with and agreement by the Local 
Union, In the event the parties are unable to 
reach agreement regarding the appropriate pay 
level and job code number, the EMPLOYER may 
implement the change, subject 1o the UNION'S 
right to file a grievance and submit the matter to 
arbitration for final resolution. 
(2) Shift Differential 
An Employee permanently scheduled or 
temporarily assigned to work belween the hours 
of 3:30 p.m, ana 7:00 a m shall receive a night 
shift differential amounting to len percent (10%) 
of the applicable rate for Current Employees and 
$0.75 per hour for New Employees for such 
hours, according to the procedures in para-
raphs (A) through (E) of this Section. No shift 
ifferential shall be paid when such hours are 
worked at the request of the Employee. 
I (A) A day shift Employee shall receive shift 
differential when the hours worked in a workday 
amount to lour or more* between the hours of 
[ 3:30 p.m. and 7:00 a.m., and provided the 
r Employee worked his normal shift and the hours 
qualifying for shift differential are an extension of 
that shift. 
'Employees scheduled to begin work at 4:00 
i a.m. will receive shift differential for those hours 
worked between the hours Of 4:00 a.m. and 7:00 
a.m. 
I (B) A day shift Employee shall receive shift 
I differential for all hours worked between 3:30 
p.m. and 7:00 a,m, provided the Employee 
(19) 
worked his normal shift and a break in work of 
one hour or more occurs between the normal 
shift and those hours qualifying for shift differen-
tial. 
(C) If the majority of hours worked by a day 
shift Employee are worked on a nighl shift (3:30 
p.m. to 7:00 a.m.), he will be paid according to 
paragraph (D) of this Section. 
(D) A second or third shift Employee shall 
receive shift differential for all hours worked on 
his normal shift, as well as for all hours worked 
which are an extension ol his normal shift, pro-
vided he works his normal shift. 
(E) If the majority of hours worked by a sec-
ond or third shift Employee are worked on the 
day shift (7:00 a.m. fo 3:30 am.], he will be paid 
according to paragraphs (A] and (B) of this 
Section. 
(F) Night shift Employees may be temporari-
ly assigned by the EMPLOYER to work the day 
shift, when these Employees are reassigned to 
days, they will continue to receive their night 
shift differential for a period not to exceedftwo 
(2) regular work weeks unless an extension of 
time is deemed necessary by both parties. 
This policy will not apply when: 
(0 The request to work the day shift is orignated by 
the Employee. 
(ii) Supervision determines a need for retraining 
due to a tack of performance on the part of the 
Employee. 
(ffl) An Employee v to is a successM bidder to a 
night shift po which requires framing on fie day 
shift and is accorcfngjy assigned to days for initial 
training. 
(20) 
Article IV - Holidays 
Section (a) Holidays Observed 
(1) In each year of this Agreement there 
shall be eleven paid Holidays: 






Day after Thanksgiving 




(2) With the exception of the Employee's 
Birthday and the Plant Floater, foregoing 
Holidays shall be celebrated on the legally des-
ignated days. 
Section lb\ Saturday and Sunday Holidays 
(1) When any of the foregoing Holidays falls 
on Saturday, the preceding Friday will be 
observed as the Holiday. 
(2) When any of the foregoing Holidays, 
except December 24, falls on Sunday, the follow-
ing Monday wilt be observed as the Holiday. 
Section fc) Plant Floater and December 24 
(1) The date of celebration of the Plant 
Floater Holiday will be determined by mutual 
agreement of (he parties prior to December 1 of 
the preceding year. In the event the parties are 
unable to agree on a dale, Ihe Plant Floater will 
be celebrated on the legally designated date for 
(21) 
Ihe celebration of Veterans Day. 
(2) When December 24 falls on Friday, the 
preceding Thursday will be observed as the 
Holiday. When December 24 falls on Sunday, the 
following Tuesday will be observed as the 
Holiday. 
Section fd) Pav tor Holidays Worked 
Employees who work on the foregoing 
Holidays, including designated birthday Holidays, 
shall be paid at one ana one-half (1 1/2) times 
the Employee's regular rate for all such hours 
worked, and in addition, wit! be paid a Holiday 
allowance calculated at the Employee's regular 
rate for the hours normally scheduled on the day 
of the workweek, or the Employee shall be paid 
overtime pay at two and one-half (2 1/2) times 
the Employee's regular rate for such Holiday 
hours worked, whichever yields the greater pay. 
Section (e> Pav for Holidays Rpt Worked 
Employees who do not work on the forego-
ing Holidays will be paid their regular earnings 
for such day, including regularly scheduled over-
time rates. In order lo qualify for Holiday pay for 
Holidays not worked, the Employee must work 
both on the Employee's last scheduled day prior 
to the Holiday and on the Employee's next 
scheduled day following the Holiday, unless 
excused from work on such days by Plant man-
agement. For the purpose of this section, regu-
larly scheduled overtime only includes situations 
where Employees are working a 10-hour or 12-
hour regular wotk shift, and does not include a 
regular eight hour workday and casual overtime 
hours. 
Section (t) Birthday Holidays 
(22) 
With supervisory approval, an Employee 
may elect to float his/her birthday to any regular* 
ly scheduled workday within the calendar year in 
which the birthday falls except for Sunday, a day 
of vacation or a recognized plant wide Holiday. 
(1) Employees will be asked in order of sen-
iority to schedule their birthday Holiday prior to 
any vacation scheduling each year. 
(2) Employees who choose not to float their 
birthday Holiday and elect to take the day of 
their birthday off, will have preference over any 
employee floating the Holiday or scheduling a 
split day of vacation, 
(3) If an Employee elects not to schedule 
the birthday Holiday floater prior to vacation 
scheduling, the birthday Holiday will not take 
preference over vacation days but will be grant-
ed on a first-come first-served basis. The Birth-
day Holiday will be given consideration along 
with any late vacation requests. 
(4) If the Employee's birthday falls during a 
scheduled week of vacation, the Employee may 
reschedule the extra vacation day at some other 
time during the calendar year following estab-
lished split vacation guidelines. 
i (5) Employees will observe their birthday 
Holiday on the day selected. In emergency situa-
tions, however, an Employee's birthday Holiday 
may be granted or changed with approval of 
Area Supervision prior to the start of the shift 
during which the Holiday was to be celebrated. 
Section <q)Tlme of Payment 
. Payment for Holidays not worked shall be 
included with pay for the pay period in which the 
Holiday occurs. 
(23) 
Article V - Vacation 
Section (a) Regular Vacation 
{1) Employees wi)J qualify for up to five (5) 
weeks ol regular vacation under the following 
formula: 
Two weeks after one (1) year ol service 
Three weeks after five (5) years of service 
Four weeks after ten (10) years of service 
Five weeks after twenty (20) years of service (Any New Employee h«red after September 
11,1997 will not 6e eBgWe for a fifth week of 
vacation.) 
Section fb) Plant Shutdown 
The EMPLOYER shall have the option of 
declaring a vacation shutdown tor up to two 
weeks {10 working days) during any calendar 
year of this Agreement. If the EMPLOYER elects 
this option it will notify the Local Union President 
by January 15th of the year so elected. One ot 
the two weeks elected for shutdown shall occur 
during the time period of June 1 -August 31. II 
the EMPLOYER elects to exercise the right to 
shut down the Plant, up to two weeks (10 work-
ing days) of an Employee's regular vacation may 
be assigned to these shutdown periods. Vacation / 
shutdown weeks may include observed Holidays 
covered by this Agreement. In such cases the 
EMPLOYER may assign vacation only to those 
days not covered by Holidays for a combined 
total of five (5) days during the shutdown week. 
£gction(c),Sa,ggeiep: Vacation 
Any vacation other than vacation described 
in Section lb) above, shall be scheduled by the 
EMPLOYER at times desired by the individual 
(24) 
. I 
Employees. Vacations shall be scheduled by 
Employees in accordance with the past practice 
ot vacation scheduling, recognizing production 
needs and the Employee's right to schedule 
vacation in weekly segments or split action ot 
single day or 1/2 day segments, 
Section (d) Work During Shutdown 
In the event the EMPLOYER declares a 
vacation shutdown between the months of June 
• 1 - August 31, Employees who are required to 
work during the shutdown shall be assured of 
scheduling equal days off during the months of 
June, Juty or August, tf they so desire. 
Section (e)Tjme ol Payment 
(1) Vacation payment (or three (3) or more 
consecutive days vacation shall be made by 
separate check no later than the last pay day 
immediately preceding the beginning of the 
respective vacation periods, providing advanced 
vacation forms are turned into the Payroll 
Department in a timely fashion. Any vacation of 
less than three (3) consecutive days will be paid 
in the same pay period in which the regular work 
x for that week will be paid, 
(2) (A) Employees who leave their employ-
ment (for reasons other than discharge for just 
cause) prior to receiving vacation pay shaft 
receive their pro rata share of vacation payment 
earned tor each ot the qualifying years (i.e., first, 
fifth, tenth, and twentieth) by their second regu-
lar pay period Irom the time their employment is 
severed according to the following guidelines: 
1
 • If the Employee leaves employment during or 
(25) 
after their anniversary month, they wili receive 
full pay for the additional week of vacation 
earned. 
- Should the Employee leave employment before 
their anniversary month, their additional week of 
vacation pay will be reduced by 1/12 of a week 
for each month the Employee leaves prior to the 
anniversary month. For example, an Employee 
with an anniversary month Of July who wants to 
leave in February of a qualifying year wilt be 
leaving five (5) months prior to his anniversary 
month and will therefore have the additional 
week's vacation pay reduced by 5/12's of a 
week. 
(B) Employees who leave their employment (for reasons other than discharge for just cause) 
prior to receiving vacation pay in the years 
between qualifying years, shall receive full vaca-
tion pay based on their years of service outlined 
in Section (a) of this Article. 
(C) Any vacation previously paid during the 
calendar year will be considered part of total 
allotment. 
Se^ion (f) Qbllgatlpn for Paymept 
Failure of the EMPLOYER to make a full and 
prompt payment of the amounts required hereby, 
in the manner and on the dates herein provided, 
shall at the option of the UNION, be deemed a 
violation of this Agreement. This obligation shall 
be a direct and continuing obligation of the 
EMPLOYER during the life of this Agreement; 
and it shall be deemed a violation of this 
Agreement if the Plant, to which this Agreement 
is applicable, shall be sold, leased, subleased, 
assigned or otherwise disposed o) for the pur-
pose of avoiding the obligation hereunder. 
(26) 
Article VI • Allowances 
Section (a) Bereavement Pay 
(t) An Employee who is excused from work 
because of death in the Employee's immediate 
family, shall be paid the Employee's regular rate 
of pay for the Employee's scheduled working 
hours excused for a maximum of three (3) 
scheduled working days, starting on the day of 
death or on the day following death to and 
including the day after the funeral, but in no 
event extending beyond the day after the funeral. 
A member of the Employee's immediate lamily 
shall be limited for the purpose of this Section to 
Mother, Father, Step-Parent, Mother-in-law, 
Father-in-law, Sister, Brother, Husband, Wife, 
Son, Daughter, Step-child, Grandparent and 
Grandchild of the employee. No pay allowance 
shall be granted in the case where, because of 
distance or olher cause, the Employee does not 
attend the funeral of the deceased. In instances 
of dislant death, where a local memorial service 
is held, Employees will be excused with pay, lor 
' up to eight hours, on the day of the service. 
(2) Spring interment or split time off (funeral 
and interment at a later date) may be granted as 
long as it does not exceed three (3) working 
days in total time off. If an Employee is on vaca-
tion and a death occurs in the family, days used 
under the above provisions may be rescheduled 
at a later date. 
(3) In case of death of a Brother-in-law*, 
Sister-in-law*, Son-in-law, Daughter-in-law, an 
Employee may be excused from work for up to 
eight (B) hours on the day of the funeral and 
shall be paid the Employee's regular rate ol pay 
for the working hours excused. No pay 
(27) 
allowance shall be granted in the case where, 
because of distance or other cause, the 
Employee does not attend the funeral of the 
deceased. Notice of such deaths must be given 
to the Employee's supervision as soon as it is 
reasonably possible. In instances of distant 
death, where a local memorial service is held, 
Employees will be excused with pay, for up to 
eight hours, on the day of the service. 
(4) The hours thus paid for bui not worked 
shall not be used in computing overtime pay for 
hours worked in excess of forty (40) in the work-
week, nor shall Such days be counted as days 
worked in determining wnether the Employee 
has worked a sixth (6th) or seventh (7th) day in 
the regularly scheduled workweek. 
'Brother-in-law and Sister-in-law are defined as 
the spouse of the Employee's Brother or Sister 
and ine Brother or Sister of the Employee's 
Spouse. 
Section (b> Jury puty 
When an Employee is called for jury duty 
service, he shall be excused from work for the 
hours he is required to appear in court and for 
time granted by supervision for the Employee to 
prepare for jury duty (travel time, clothes 
change, etc.). The amount of this time will be 
determined at the discretion of the Employee's 
supervisor. Employees attending jury duty will be 
paid their regular rate for the excused hours Ihey 
would have Been scheduled to work, not 1o 
exceed eight (8) hours for any one day and shall 
be allowed to retain jury fees received for jury 
duty service. Time absent for jury duty will be 
paid as excused jury duty. An Employee called 
to jury duty while on vacation (other than previ-
(28) 
ously scheduled vacation shutdown) will be per* 
milled to reschedule vacation beginning with the 
first day of jury duty. Employees who have been 
selected to jury duty must complete the proper 
Plant forms and return them to their supervision 
each week of jury duty service. 
Section (e) Reporting Pav and Call-in Pav 
(1) An Employee who reports for scheduled 
work, without prior notification not to report, shall 
be retained forlne half-day period and given 
such useful work as may be at hand at the 
Employee's regular rate, if the Employee is 
offered and does not accept substitute work, the 
Employee will be paid only for the time spent in 
the Plant until such work is offered. This provi-
sion does not apply to cases where work is not 
available for reasons beyond the EMPLOYER'S 
control, such as power failure, fire, or serious 
mechanical difficulties affecting an entire area, 
or in cases where Employees return to work fol-
lowing unexcused absences without notifying 
their supervision. Disability pay shall not 6e paid 
during periods of Plant shutdown beyond the 
EMPLOYER'S control. 
{2} An Employee who is called in and 
i reports (or work between regular shifts with less 
k than eight (8) hours notice shall receive a call-in 
" ' allowance of two (2) hours pay at the 
Employee's regular rate, in addition to any other 
pay to which he may be entitled. 
Section iti) Military Duty 
Employees required to perform military 
service wilf receive compensation, rights and 
benefits per current practice. 
(29) 
Article VII - Joint Labor- Management 
Communication Committee 
The parties recognize that the prosperity 
and efficiency of the Plant are dependent upon 
their ability to work cooperatively. In order to fur-
ther implement this expression of purpose, a 
Joint Labor-Management Communication 
Committee shall be established at the Plant, The 
UNJON representation on this committee shall 
be the Local Union Executive Board. The 
EMPLOYER shall designate its representatives 
to the Committee. Neither party shall have more 
lhan six (6) representatives on the Committee. 
The Committee shall meet at mutually agreeable 
times, but no less than once a month. The func-
tion of the Committee shall be to identity prob-
lem areas, exchange information and to seek to 
develop a good working relationship within the 
Plant. Representatives from the UNION or the 
EMPLOYER may suggest areas of special con-
cern or interest as topics of discussion during 
these Committee meetings, as long as they are 
consistent with the purpose of this Committee 




Article VIII • Health and Safety 
Section fal Right to a Safe Working- Place 
Every Employee covered by this Agreement 
is entitled to a safe and healthful place to work, 
and the parties jointly pledge their individual and 
joint efforts to attain and maintain this objective. 
Recognizing that the hearth and safety of the 
Employees covered by this Agreement are one 
of the highest priorities of the parties, the 
EMPLOYER and UNION will continue to cooper-
ate to reach the objective of eliminating acci-
dents and health hazards, and will encourage 
Employees to use the procedures stated herein 
to reach thai objective. 
Sectfori (b) Health and Safety Committee 
(1) At the Plant there shall be a Health and 
Safety Committee made up of UNION members 
i employed at the Plant who are qualified by expe-
rience or training and selected by the Local 
Union. The Local Union shall inform the 
EMPLOYER of the names of the Committee 
members. Committee members shall be deemed 
to be acting within the scope of their employ-
ment at the Plant within the meaning of the 
L applicable workers' compensation law, while in 
r
 trie performance of their duties as outlined within 
this Agreement. The Health and Safety 
Committee shall select, from among its mem-
bers, a Chairman who shall coordinate the activ-
ities and functions of the Committee and who 
will serve as their representative on trie Central 
Safety Committee and the joint Labor-
Management Communications Committee. 
(2) A member of the Health and Safety 
(31) 
Committee, assigned by the Committee 
Chairman, may participate with Management in 
the existing inspection program and scheduled 
Serious Potential Incident meetings. 
(3) Employees should first report health and 
salely complaints or conditions to their immedi-
ate supervision. Members of the Health and 
Safety Committee will make every effort to 
ensure that the Employee has first brought the 
complaint to the attention of their immediate 
supervision before presentation to the Plant 
Safety Supervisor. Upon presentation of alleged 
health and safety complaints or conditions by the 
Health and Safety Committee to the Safety 
Supervisor, the UNION and the Safety 
Supervisor will schedule a joint investigation of 
the complaint or condition. 
Management will notify the HeaJth and Safety 
Committee of a complaint or accident on the 
same shift if possible or within (4) hours of the 
end of the shift, A representative of the Safety 
and Health Committee shall participate with the 
Safety Supervisor in the initial formal safety 
investigation. 
(4) Plant Management and the Health and 
Safety Committee snail meet regularly at times 
arranged by the parties for the purpose of dis-
cussing health and safety matters. Meetings 
shall be held on a monthly basis or more fre-
quently if needed. The Health and Safety 
Committee shall be compensated, at their regu-
lar rate of pay, by the EMPLOYER for any tost 
time spent in these meetings. 
(5) A member ol the Health and Safety 
Committee, and an authorized representative of 
(32) 
the International Union, shall be allowed to 
accompany a representative of any State or 
Federal agency regarding health and safety on 
an Inspection of the Plant. 
{6} A member of the Health and Safety 
Committee, assigned by the Health and Safety 
Committee Chairman, shall be invited to attend 
Serious Potential Incident meetings, Joint 
Complaint Investigations and other scheduled 
safety sub-committee meetings. Time spent per* 
forming the above recognized Committee activi-
ties will be compensated at tits regular rate of 
pay, by the EMPLOYER, if performed during the 
member's regularly scheduled work hours. Off 
shift employees will be scheduled io attend safe* 
ty meetings as part of their regularly scheduled 
work hours. 
; (7) The UNION and the EMPLOYER agree 
that, prior to requesting intervention from a fed-
! era! or state agency on any matter relating to 
employee health and safety, the UNION will 
present the issue to the EMPLOYER, which will 
then be given a reasonable period of time within 
which to respond. Only after receipt of the 
EMPLOYER'S response, or the EMPLOYER'S 
failure to respond, will the UNION seek such 
» outside intervention. (B) The Safety Supervisor shall each month provide the Health and Safety Committee with 
1
 two copies of a list of all accidents reported to 
: OSHA, which shall include, but not limited to the 
OSHA 200 log. Such report will reflect the nature 
of the injury and the location of the accident. 
(9) The Hearth and Safety Committee shall 
attend annual Hearth and Safety Training ol up 
(33) 
to five (5) working days as agreed to by the 
UMWA International Union and the EMPLOYER. 
The training wit] be designed to improve Hearth 
and Safety knowledge skills. Committee mem-
bers attending and participating in such training 
shall be paid at their regular rate of pay for lost 
working time by the EMPLOYER for attendance 
at the training. 
Section (c) Settlement of Health or Safety Disputes 
When a dispute arises at the Plant involving 
Health and Safety, an immediate, earnest and 
sincere effort shall be made to resolve the mat-
ter. (f the dispute is not resolved by the 
Employee and his immediate supervisor, nor 
with the assistance of the Health and Safety 
Committee, the dispute will be adjudicated 
through the grievance procedure. 
(34) 
Article IX - Seniority 
Section taA Definition of Seniority 
Seniority of Employees employed in the bar-
gaining unit shall be the Employee's original 
date of hire at the Plant. 
Sectfon t,b)T>'™'™ltiP" °* Seniority 
Seniority shall be terminated upon the 
Employee's termination for just cause; voluntary 
resignation; transfer to a job outside the bargain-
ing unit for in excess of six months; expiration of 
recafl rights after termination for lack of work; or 
failure to return to work as scheduled after com-
pletion of a leave of absence agreed to by the 
PLANT. Employees who transfer to a job outside 
of the bargaining unit will not accrue seniority 
during such transfer, will have their open job 
posted and in 1he event the employee returns to 
the bargaining unit wilt be treated as an 
excessed employee. Employees will only be 
able to return to the bargaining unit one time 
under this section. 
Section fc) Probationary Period 
During the first ninety (90) calendar days of 
employment, a new Employee will be subject to 
demotion, transfer, or termination by the Plant 
and such action shall not be subject to Articles X 
and XI of this Agreement. After ninety (90) days 
probationary period, the Employee's seniority 
will be established in accordance with the provi-
sions of Section (a) of this Article. 
(35) 
Section fd) Filling Vacancies 
When vacancies occur, they will be filled in 
the following order: 
(1) To Employees qualified for the job, per 
provisions of the Job Bidding and Posting 
Procedure. 
(2) To reasonably available former bargain-
ing unit Employees laid off due to reduction of 
force and on a panel and possessing the neces-
sary qualifications to step in and perform the 
work of the job at the time the job is awarded. 
(3) To new applicants qualified to step in 
and perform the work of the job: 
(a) For purposes of filling vacancies 
under subsection {3), all Employees with a hire 
date of September 11, 1997 or earlier who are 
later terminated for reasons other than discharge 
for just cause, quit or voluntary retirement, as 
well as all Employees who have recall rights 
which have not expired as of the effective date 
of this Agreement, shall have, for life, the right to 
be hired, to positions for which they are quali-
fied, ahead of any other new applicant, and if so 
hired, to be treated thereafter for all purposes as 
a "Current" Employee. 
(b) To fully effectuate Subsection (a), 
which is intended to survive beyond the expira-
tion of this Agreement, the following shall apply: 
(0 Where two (2) or more individu-
als with preferential hiring rights 
qualify for the same position, the 
individual with the most service at 
(36) 
the Plant shall be hired. 
(ii) The PLANT and tha UNION 
shall develop and thereafter main-
tain a list of the individuals who are 
entitled to the preferential hiring 
rights provided for under subsec-
tion (a), including the individuals' 
fast known addresses. 
(iii) Before publicly advertising for 
any openings that are to be filled 
under subsection (3), the PLANT 
will notify all of the individuals on 
the list provided for in subsection 
(3)(b}(ii), by regular mail, of the 
opening(s) and when and where 
application for such opening(s) will 
be accepted. 
Section (e1 Reduction Realignment Procedure 
In the event the EMPLOYER determines 
that there is art "excess" of jobs within a job 
code in the bargaining unit, representatives of 
the EMPLOYER shall notify the Local Union and 
the parties will follow the process covered within 
this section. In all cases where the work force is 
to be reduced. Employees with the greatest sen* 
1
 iority at the Plant shall be retained provided that 
they have the required qualifications (as would 
normally be posted) and the ability to perform 
the available work. If at any time there is an 
excess within a training progression, those 
Employees in level 03 of the training progression 
will be added to the excess list and Employees 
on temporary assignments will be returned to 
\ their pnmary assignments for purposes of 
regression. When an excess occurs in normal 
(37) 
progression positrons, the least senior person in 
the progression will be excessed. Prior to any 
excess process, all open jobs will be posted one 
cycle. Realignments or reductions of the work 
lorce shall be in accordance with the following 
guidelines: 
(1) Once excess assignments are deter-
mined, if the Employees in those assignments 
are not the lowest seniof Employees, they will 
have the option to replace the lowest senior 
Employees within the Department, level, job 
code and shift. 
(2) Excessed employees will be given 
options, by seniority, providing their choice does 
not result in a higher pay level: 
(A) Accept any open position or: 
(B) Bump the lowest seniority person in 
the Plant in the same pay level and 
shift. If Employee(s) cannot preserve 
pay level and shift, or: 
(C) Bump the lowest seniority person in 
the Plant in same pay level or same 
shift. When neither (A) nor (B) is satis-
fied, Employee(s) will be advised of 
their options to preserve (C), prior to 
choosing shift or level. 
(3) When Employee^) have no options in 
their pay level, they will drop one (1) pay level at 
a time until their need is satisfied maintaining 
their shfft. 
(4} When an excess is declared, all open 
jobs will be posted one cycle. 
(38) 
(5) Bidding restrictions will be removed for 
excessed Employees only. 
(6) If shift and level are preserved, the 
Employee will not have bid rights restored for six 
(6) months following the date an excess offering 
was awarded. 
(7) For purposes of regression, at! 
Employees within job codes 742 (Department 
Specialist) and 767 (Operate and Set Up 
Specialist) will return to job code 741 (Machine 
Line Operator). 
(8) Employees transferring lor any reason 
between production and support departments 
will receive the second step of the pay level and 
will progress depending on performance. If the 
Employee left the support department within 
twenty-four (24) months and at the top of the 
rate of pay, the Employee wiH return to the sop-
port department at the top rate of the job. 
(9) During any excess resulting in a layoff, 
the Volunteer Leave of Absence (TOLA) proce-
dure will be followed as per current practice. 
Section (f) Panel 
Employees who are laid off because of a 
reduction in the work force shall be placed on a 
panel from which they shall be returned to 
employment on the basis of seniority as outlined 
in Section (d)(2) of this Article. 
Section fg> Panel Custodians 
A designated representative of the 
EMPLOYER and the Recording Secretary of the 
(39) 
Local Union shall retain panel records. It shall be 
the obligation of laid off Employees to keep the 
custodians of the panel informed of any change 
of address and/or phone number where they 
may be regularly reached. Notice to the last 
known address of the (aid-off Employee by certi-
fied mail shall be sufficient notice of recall The 
Employee so notified may eilher accept or reject 
the job which is available; but if the Employee 
rejects a job which he has the ability to perform, 
or fails to respond within three (3) working days 
after receipt of such notice, or accepts but fails 
to report for work in a reasonable amount of 
time, his name shall be removed from the panel 
and he shall sacrifice his seniority rights at the 
Plant. 
Section fh) Panel Members Accrue Seniority 
Employees who are placed on the panel 
shall retain the seniority earned prior to their lay-
off, and, in order to protect their relative seniority 
standing, will continue to accrue seniority while 
on the panel. 
Section <i> Right to be Recalled 
(1) Employees laid off for lack of work 
before the effective date of this Agreement shall 
retain their seniority for three (3) years. 
Employees laid-off for lack of work on or after 
the effective date of this Agreement shall retain 
their seniority tor three (3) years. In either case, 
the laid-oft Employees may exercise their senior-
ity in accordance with the provisions of this 
Article. 
(2) Any person on the panel list who 
secures other employment during the period 
(40) 
when no work is available for him at the Plant 
shall In no way jeopardize his seniority rights 
white engaged in such other employment. 
However, any person on the panel list who 
secures other employment and does not return 
to work when there is available employment at 
the Plant, shall sacrifice his seniority rights at 
the Plant and shall have his name removed from 
the panel list. 
Section ()) Recall of Persons on Layoff Status 
When a job at the Plant exists that is not 
filled by Employees within the active working 
force, the panel custodians will review the fist 
and the EMPLOYER shall recall the appropriate 
person from the panel list to the job to be filled. 
Section (k) Job Bidding and Posting Procedure 
(1) Eligibility: Employees with one year or 
more of service will be eligible to bid open jobs. 
All open jobs will be posted at the appropriate 
pay fevel for the job title as listed in Appendix 8. 
The senior Employee, among those eligible bid-
ders, with the required posted qualifications and 
ability to perform the job wtlt be awarded the job. 
If an excess situation exists, and an excess 
Employee has tess than one year of service, the 
excessed Employee will be allowed to bid. 
S Job Progressions: All open jobs will be at the tevel of the opening, li there is no 
successful bidder who meets requirements stip-
ulated. a training bid {when appropriate) will then 
be offered at the training bid level (The training 
bid level is one step below the normal entry level 
for the position). In the event of a training bid, 
some minimal established requirements will be 
(41) 
necessary to fill the opening. The successful bid-
der of a training bid will then take the responsi-
bility to get education, etc. and demonstrate 
improvement in order to progress. 
(3) Posting Procedure: Open jobs will be 
posted plant wide for two <2) working days. Open 
jobs within a progression will be filled by quali-
fied people in the progression prior to posting. 
Each posting will include: 
• job title 
• rate level 
- shitt 
• department 
• brief description of the job 
- qualifications and experience needed 
(4) Bidding Procedure: 
(A) Open jobs, not filled by normal progres-
sions, will be posted plant wide. Any Employee 
interested in the position must bid during the 
posting period. Skilled jobs will be awarded by 
seniority following successful interviews and 
demonstrations of skills and abilities. With the 
exception of skilled jobs, no job will be reposted 
waiving restrictions. Skilled jobs may be repost-
ed (o provide lor training bids when appropriate. 
Training bids will be awarded by seniority upon 
successful demonstrations of abilities and inter-
views. Any Employee restricted from bidding oth-
erwise shall be allowed to bid on training bid 
positions. 
(B) Placing a bid on a job will be considered 
automatic acceptance of job offers if the candi-
date meets seniority, qualification and medical 
(42) 
requirements. If the Employee is the senior qual-
ified bidder to more than one job al a given ttme, 
the Employee will be given 24 hours from the 
time notified to select which bid to accept. 
(C) Successful bidders will be moved to the 
new assignment within 20 production days fol-
lowing the award of the bid, unless an extension 
of time is agreed upon by both parties, it the 
new job involves transferring to a higher level of 
pay, and an extension beyond 20 production 
days is required, the Employee will receive the 
higher level of pay, at one step above crossover, 
beginning on the twenty-first day. Employees 
transferring, for any reason, between Production 
and Support Departments will receive the sec-
ond step of the pay tevel and will progress 
depending on performance. 
(D) Preferential treatment shall he awarded 
to Employees who were "excessed* from a job 
bacK to the same primary assignment he/she 
was "excessed" or "bumped" from, for a period 
of 24 months from the date of the "excess", pro-
vided the Employee has not successfully bid to 
another job opening in this 24 month period. 
JE) If there are no qualified bidders (includ-
ing Employees entitled to preferential treatment) 
or other bargaining unit personnel in need of a 
permanent assignment, the job may be filled by 
posting a training bid (if applicable) or by a quali-
fied person from the layoff panel. If there are no 
qualified persons on the panel list, the job may 
be filled by hiring a new Employee. 
(F) Employees wiJ) be restricted to one (1) 
bid per 24 month period throughout the term of 
this Agreement 
(43) 
(G) Training of Employees shall take place 
on their normal shift, unless such training is not 
reasonably available on that shift, 
(5) Training: Appropriate training periods for 
successful bidders, excessed placements, new 
hires, and ail other transfers should not exceed 
the following: 
• Two (2) weeks for level one (1) and 
two (2) jobs 
• Three (3) weeks for level three (3) 
jobs 
- Level four (4), level five (5) and level 
six (6) jobs will allow for reasonable 
amounts of training appropriate for the 
specific assignment. 
Employees who are unable to satisfactorily per-
form jobs after the appropriate amount of train-
ing will, at the discretion of management, be 
placed at the pay rate within the pay level that 
meets their demonstrated performance or be 
declared non-performers and will be placed 
according to the Non-Performance section of 
this agreement. 
(6) Non-Performance: An Employee, not 
capable of performing all the requirements and 
dulies of a job, will be placed by the Employment 
Office lo an open job. this procedure will be 
available two (2) times per affected Employee 
during the duration of this Agreement. 
(7> Medical Placement Procedure: 
Employees with permanent medicat impairments 
will be placed on jobs best suited for their per-
manent work restrictions and which are equal to 
(44) 
or less than their existing rate of pay in accor-
dance with the following procedure: 
(A) Permanent medical impairment and 
work restrictions will be determined after consul-
tation with the Medical Department. 
(B) Employees with a permanent medical 
impairment will be placed in the first job for 
which they have the required skill and which 
meets their work restriction following the 
sequence outlined in Article IX, Section (e)(2). 
Employees displaced by this process will also be 
handled in accordance with the same provisions 
as outlined in Article IX, Section (e)(2). 
(C) This procedure does not apply to 
Employees who are temporarily impaired. 
(D) Once employed, an Employee cannot be 
terminated or refused recall from the panel for 
medical reasons over his objection without the 
concurrence of a majority of a group composed of 
an Employer approved physician, art Employee-
approved physician, and a neutral qualified third 
party (if necessary), that there is a permanent 
medical condition or physical restriction which 
prevents the Employee from performing an estab-
lished job, within the bargaining unit, which their 
seniority would entitle them to hold. Each party 
shall bear the cost of examination by the physi-
cian it designates and shall share equally the cost 
of examination by the qualified third party. Where 
the EMPLOYER challenges the physical ability of 
an Employee or panel member to perform his reg-
ular work and is subsequently proven wrong, the 
Employee shall be compensated for time lost due 
to the EMPLOYER'S challenge. 
(45) 
Section (I) Temporary Assignments 
Every reasonable effort shaft be made to 
Keep Employees at work on the job duties nor-
mally and customarily a part ot their regular job, 
and to minimize to the extent practicable the 
amount of temporary assignments, of particular 
individuals to other jobs. The parties recognize 
that there are instances where such temporary 
assignments are necessary, and agree that tem-
porary assignments may be made under the fol-
lowing guidelines: 
(1) The temporary assigning of an individual 
Employee shall not exceed one hundred twenty 
(120) working days in any calendar year. 
{2) Employees filling temporary assignments 
shall be compensated at the higher of the two 
rates involved (the regular rate of his normal job 
or the regular rate of his temporary assignment). 
{3) Notification of temporary assignments of 
more than one (1) week duration will be made in 
writing to the Chairman of the Grievance 
Committee. 
(4) All regular full time job openings that are 
determined to be greater than six (6) months in 
duration will be posted according to the provi-
sions of the Job Bidding and Posting Procedure 
unless mutually agreed to by the Company and 
the Union. 
Section (m) Separation Pay iForwmJtwow hired prtcrio 
September? 1,1997) 
(46) 
(1) The receipt of separation pay provided 
under this Article is conditioned upon the sepa-
ration of an Employee from the active workforce 
employment rolls as laid-off due to lack of work 
during the term of this Agreement. 
(2) An Employee who has one (1) year or 
more of service shall be paid separation pay 
each time he ts terminated because of lack of 
work, except that such pay will not be paid 
when: 
(A) He accepts, before his separation 
becomes effective, a job at any REMINGTON 
ARMS COMPANY, INC.'s location; 
(B) He is pensioned; 
(C) He resigns his employment; 
(D) He is scheduled off from work temporar-
ily due to curtailment or cessation of operation 
caused by; 
(i) Fire, flood, power failure, transporta-
tion difficulties, material shortages, and 
the like; or 
<ii) Any emergency condition beyond 
the direct control of the EMPLOYER. 
When an Employee is "scheduled off" 
for such reason for a definite or indefi-
nite temporary period, he shall not be 
considered as terminated for the pur-
pose of this Article; or 
(47) 
(E) A buyer or recipient of Remington 
assets offers an Employee continued employ-
ment. 
(3) The PLANT may elect to pay separation 
pay in a lump sum or weekly installments. 
(4) Separation pay, if being paid in weekly 
installments, shall be discontinued when a for-
mer Employee is re-employed at any REMING-
TON ARMS COMPANY, INC.'s plant, or is 
offered and refuses re-employment at the llion 
Plant. 
(5) The amount of an Employee's separation 
pay, subject to the foregoing provisions in this 
Article, shall be: 
(A) One (1) week's pay for each ol the first 
four (4) years of service, plus, 
(B) One (1) week's pay for each year of 
service over four (4) reduced by the amount of 
any separation pay previously paid at any REM-
INGTON ARMS COMPANV, INC.'s location for 
service after December 1, 1993 over four (4) 
years- However, this reduction shall be reduced 
in monthly increments to zero over a forty-eight 
(48) month period of re-employment from last 
termination for lack of work. 
A fractional part of a year, after his first year of 
service, shall be computed at the rate of one-
twelfth (1/12) of one (1) week's pay for each full 
nrorth. crt setvic*. In such computBftion, it, in 
(48) 
addition to lull months of service an Employee 
has accrued fifteen (15) or more days on the 
date he is terminated, he shall be credited with a 
full month. 
For separation pay purposes, a week's pay shall 
be the Employee's current "straight-time" rate 
per hour multiplied by the number of hours, not 
to exceed forty (40) hours, constituting his nor-
mal weekly hours of work at the time of his ter-
mination. 
(C) Any other provisions of this Article 
to the contrary notwithstanding, separation pay 
shall never exceed twenty (20) weeks. 
(6) An Emptoyee who has received separa-
tion pay shall not be required to return any por-
tion of such pay to the PLANT in the event he is 
reemployed. 
(7) Separation pay shall be in addition to 
any vacation allowance and any employment 
compensation benefits to which the Emptoyee 
may be enlitled. 
(8) Nothing contained in this Article shall be 
deemed to qualify, limit or alter in any way the 
PLANTS rights to reduce hours of work to avoid 
terminations because of tack of work. 
(9) Wherever the term "service" is used in 
this Article, it shall mean the total length of time 
an Employee has been actively employed by the 
PLANT. 
(49) 
Article X • Settlement of Disputes 
Section (a) Grievance Committee 
(1) A Grievance Committee shall be elected 
S rhe members of the UNION employed at the ant. Each member of the Committee shall be 
art Employee at the plant and shall be eligible to 
serve as a Committee member only so long as 
he continues to be an Employee of the Plant 
who is not on layoff. The duties of the Grievance 
Committee shall be confined to the adjustment 
of disputes arising out of this Agreement that the 
PLANT and the Employee or Employees, with 
the assistance of the Grievance Committee, fail 
to adjust. The Grievance Committee shall have 
the authority on behalf of the grievants to settle 
or withdraw any grievance at step 2 or proceed 
to step 3 of the grievance procedure. 
(2) The Grievance Committee shall have no 
other authority or exercise any other control, 
except as outlined in this Agreement, nor shall 
the Committee in any way interfere with the 
operation of the Plant. 
A Grievance Committee member who vio-
lates this provision shall not be suspended or 
discharged tor official actions as a Committee 
member, but may be removed from the 
Committee by Ihe PLANT. If the PLANT seeks to 
remove a Committee member for violation of this 
section, it shall so notify the affected Committee 
member and the other members of the 
Committee. If the Committee objects to such 
removal, the matter shall be submitted directly to 
arbitration. If the other members of the 
Committee so determine, the affected member 
shall remain on the Committee until the case is 
(50) 
settled or decided by an arbitrator. 
(3) The Grievance Committee shall select a 
Chairman from among Its members to coordi-
nate its activities and to sit as their representa-
tive on the joint Labor-Management 
Communication Committee. 
Section (b) Grievance Procedure 
Should differences arise between the 
UNION and the PLANT as to the meaning and 
application of the provisions of this Agreement, 
or should differences arise about matters not 
specifically mentioned in this Agreement, or 
should any local trouble of any Kind arise at the 
Plant, an earnest effort shall be made to settle 
such differences at the earliest practicable time. 
At all steps of the complaint and grievance pro-
cedure, the grievant and the UNION representa-
tives shall disclose to the PLANT representa-
tives a full statement of the facts and provisions 
of the Agreement relied upon by them, In the 
same manner, the PLANT representatives shall 
disclose all the facts relied upon by it. The griev-
ant shall have the right to be present at each 
step of the grievance procedure until such time 
as all evidence is taken. Disputes that remain 
unresolved despite such effort shall be resolved 
as follows: 
(1) Step 1 -The Employee will make his 
complaint to his immediate Supervisor who shall 
have the authority to settle the dispute. The 
Employee shall make the complaint within ten 
(10) working days of when he first knew or 
should have known of the complaint. Where an 
Employee makes a complaint during work time, 
the Supervisor shall, if possible without interrupt-
(51) 
ing production, discuss the matter briefly on the 
spot The Employee shall be entitled, at his 
request, to have a member of the Grievance 
Committee present to assist him at any discus-
sion with his supervisor. If the PLANT so choos-
es, the supervisor shall be entitled to have 
another representative of the PLANT in atten-
dance. The Employee's immediate supervisor 
will notify the Employee of his decision by the 
end of the Employee's second regular scheduled 
shift following the complaint. Settlements or with-
drawals at this step shall not constitute a prece-
dent in the handling of other grievances. 
(2) Step 2 - If no agreement is reached 
between the Employee and his supervisor, the 
complaint will be reduced to writing and shall be 
submitted on the Standard Grievance term and 
shall be taken up within five (5) working days of 
the supervisor's decision byjhe Grievance 
Committee and the PLANT'S Step 2 representa-
tives). At the step 2 meeting the Grievance 
Committee and the PLANT representative's) will 
complete the standard grievance form and, if the 
complaint is not settled, the grievance shall be 
referred to a representative of the UMWA District 
and the PLANT'S representative^) for step 3. 
(3) Step 3 - Within seven working days of 
the lime the grievance is referred to them, the 
District representative and the representative(s) 
of the PLANT, who shall be different from the 
PLANT'S step 2 representative(s) shall meet and 
review the facts and pertinent contract provisions 
in an effort to resolve the grievance. Members of 
the Grievance Committee and the PLANT'S step 
2 representative(s) shall have the right to be 
present. No verbatim transcript of the testimony 
shall be taken nor shall either party be repre-
(52) 
sented by an attorney licensed to practice law in 
any jurisdiction in steps I through 3 of the griev-
ance procedure except by mutual agreement 
applicable to a particular case. 
(4) Step 4 - In cases where the District rep-
resentative and the representative(s) of the 
PLANT fail to resolve the grievance at step 3, 
the matter shall, within 10 working days after 
referral to them, be referred to the appropriate 
arbitrator who shall decide the case without 
delay. Cases shall be assigned to arbitrators in 
the following manner: 
{A) The District representative and Ihe 
Company representative shall attempt to select 
an arbitrator. In the event the parties do not 
agree on the selection of an arbitfator, the 
District representative shall request Irom the 
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service 
(FMCS) three panels of seven (7) arbitrators 
(including biographical sketches) by fax or mail 
with a copy ofthe request provided to the Plant 
Human Resources Manager. 
(B) Within len (10) working days after 
receipt of the three panels of arbitrators from 
FMCS, the parties shall alternately strike names 
of the seven arbitrators on each panel so as to 
end up with a single name from each panel. The 
parties shall alternate the right of first strike. 
(C) The parties shall then jointly contact 
each of the three (3) arbitrators so selected to 
determine who among these three who has the 
earliest available date to hear the case within 
two weeks to sixty days, and the case then shall 
be scheduled by FMCS with the arbitrator who 
has the earliest available date. 
(53) 
(D) Both the PLANT and the UNION shall 
have the right to cross- examine all witnesses. 
(E) The arbitrator shall render his decision 
as expeditiously as possible. Failure to do so 
within sixty (60) days after the record is closed 
shall be reported to the FMCS. 
(F) The arbitrator shall have no authority to 
change, add to or subtract from, or to modify any 
provisions of this Agreement. The arbitrator shall 
make his decision based on the provisions of the 
contract and the evidence before him. 
(G) The decision and or award of the arbi-
trator shall be final and binding on both parties 
and enforceable in a court of law. 
(H) Compensation and expenses of the 
arbitrator and general expenses of the arbitration 
shall be shared equally by the parties, except 
that each party shall bear the expenses of its 
representatives and witnesses, 
(I) Hearings shall take place at a location 
mutually agreed upon by the parties. 
(J) In cases in which the parties have 
agreed that there is no question of lact involved 
in the grievance, the arbitrator may decide the 
case upon the basis of a joint statement of the 
parties and such exhibits as they shall submit. 
(K) The hearing shall be recorded by the 
arbitrator and shall be closed upon the comple-
tion of testimony, except for the purpose of filing 
post-hearing briefs (copies of which will be pro-
vided to all parties). The arbitrator shall render 
his decision as soon after the close of the hear-
(54) 
ing as may be feasible. If the arbitrator is unable 
to make his decision within 60 days of the close 
ot the hearing, he shall promptly advise the par-
ties of the reasons for the delay and the date 
when his decision will be submitted. Either parly 
may make an official transcript of the hearing. A 
copy of such transcript shall be provided to the 
other party at no charge. 
(L) In cases involving compensation, in no 
event may the arbitrator award compensation for 
more than ten (10) working days prior to the 
date the grievant(s) knew or should have known 
of the complaint. 
Section fc^ Finality of Decision or Settlement 
Settlements reached at any slep of the 
grievance procedure shall be final and binding 
on both parties and shall not be subject to fur-
ther proceedings under this Article except by 
mutual agreement. Settlements reached at steps 
2 and 3 shall be in writing and signed by appro-
priate representatives of the UNION and the 
PLANT. 
Section <d) Waiver of Time Limits 
By agreement the parties may waive the 
time limits set forth in each step of the grievance 
procedure, 
<55) 
Article XI - Discipline and Discharge 
Section fa) Just Cause Required 
No Employee covered by this Agreement 
may be disciplined or discharged except tor just 
cause. The burden shall be on the EMPLOYER 
to establish grounds tor discipline or discharge in 
all proceedings under this Article, (n no event, 
will the EMPLOYER initiate any form of disci-
pline, beyond ten (10) days of the time it knew, 
or should have known of the infraction, or 
against an Employee without a member of the 
Grievance Committee present, if the Employee 
requests UNION representation. 
Section lb\ Procedure 
Where the EMPLOYER concludes that the 
conduct of an Employee justifies discharge, the 
Employee shall be suspended with the intent to 
discharge and shall be given written notice stat-
ing the reason, with a copy to be furnished to 
the Grievance Committee. After 24'hours, but 
within 48 hours, the Employee shall be afforded 
the righl to meet with the PLANT'S Step 3 repre-
sentative^). At such meeting, a member or 
members of the Grievance committee shall be 
present and, if requested by the Employee or the 
Grievance Committee, a representative of the 
District shall also be present. Upon request by 
the Employee, the Grievance Committee, or the 
District representative, the forty-eight hour time 
limit will be extended by an additional 48 hours. 
The EMPLOYER shall be entitled to have an 
equal number of representatives at the meeting. 
Full disclosure of all information relied upon by 




If within 24 hours after the conclusion of the 
24/48 hour meeting, the EMPLOYER informs the 
Employee and the Grievance Committee lhat it 
still intends to discharge the Employee (or if no 
meeting was requested) the Employee remains 
suspended whh intent to discharge for a period 
of time necessary to permit him to fite a griev* 
ance and have it arbitrated, tf the Employee 
does not file a grievance within five (5) working 
days of the notice of suspension with intent to 
discharge, the discharge shall become effective 
immediately. Grievances involving discharge 
shall bypass steps I through 3 and shall proceed 
directly to step 4 of the grievance procedure. 
Section <d) Compensation for Lost Earring? 
In all arbitration cases where it is deter* 
mined that just cause for discharge has not been 
established, the Employee shall be reinstated 
and compensated for lost earnings at his appli-
cable straight and premium time rates prior to 
discharge. Nothing in this section shall be con-
strued to, in any way, limit the arbitrator's right to 
modify or mitigate the penalty of discharge. 
Section (e)RemcMt of Emptace OsciDBnarv Records 
All records of Employee discipline issued 
during the term of this Agreement shall be 
expunged no later than fifteen (15) months fol-
lowing the date of issuance and shall not be 




Article XII - Benefits and Practices 
Section (a) Eligibility 
Employees, except as set forth betow, shall 
be entitled to participate in the following benefit 
plans and practices of the Remington Arms 
Company, Inc. (hereinafter "RAC"). 
Section (I?) Benefits ef Choice 
Non-Contributory Group Life Insurance Plan 
Contributory Group Life Insurance Plan 
Short-Term Disability Plan (as amended as of 
the effective date of this Agreement) 
Total and Permanent Disability Plan 
Pension and Retirement Plan (as amended as of 
the effective date of this Agreement) 
Savings and Investment plan (as amended as of 
September 11, 1997) 
Current Employees who retired under the 
DuPont plan have been automatically vested 
under the Remington plan although only their 
Remington service and earnings beginning 
December 1, 1993 will be recognized. For all 
Current Employees employed by old Remington 
on November 30, 1993 and by new Remington 
on December 1, 1993, who did not retire under 
the DuPont plan, the Remington Retirement 
Plan will recognize all service earned at DuPont 
and will take into account a Current Employee's 
earnings at DuPont in addition to the Current 
Employee's service and earnings at Remington. 
Medical Care (as amended as of the effective 
date of this Agreement) 
Dental Assistance Plan 
Vision Care 
<58) 
Flexible Spending Accounts 
Section <cl Length of Service 
With the exception of the Remington 
Retirement Plan as provided above, an employ-
ee on the old Remington payroll on November 
30,1993 and hired on the new Remington pay-
roll on December 1, 1993, shall have his length 
of service at DuPont recognized for considera-
tion of the benefits and practices set forth in 
Sections (t>) and (f), above, 
Section (4) Retirement Savings Contribution (New Employees pnly) 
(1) As of September 11,1997, the 
EMPLOYER will not provide either retiree med-
ical or dental benefits and not offer participation 
in the Pension and Retirement Plan to any New 
Employees and the Pension and Retirement 
Plan shall be amended to so state. New 
Employees will, however, participate in a retire-
ment savings contribution that will be a part of 
the Savings and Investment Plan (SIP). All 
employees may participate in the EMPLOYERS 
Savings and Investment Plan in accordance with 
the terms of the Summary Plan Description. 
(2) Upon becoming eligible to participate in 
Ihe SIP, all New Employees will also be eligible 
to receive a retirement savings comnbution from 
the EMPLOYER. An account will be created 
within the SIP in each New Employee's name, 
regardless of whether or not the New Employee 
chooses to contribute to the SIR The 
EMPLOYER'S new retirement savings contribu-
tion will be credited to the New Employee's 
account, provided that the New Employee is an 
(59) 
active Employee of the EMPLOYER on the last 
day of the plan year for which the contribution is 
made, 
(3) The amount of the new retirement sav-
ings contribution which the EMPLOYER will 
make will be determined each year by the Board 
of Directors of the EMPLOYER based upon the 
EMPLOYER'S annua) financial performance. 
(4) The New Employees will have the same 
flexibility to direct the investment of the 
EMPLOYER'S new retirement savings contribu-
tion among the various investmeni funds offered 
within the SIP as is available with respect to all 
other SIP contributions. 
Section (e) Medical and Dental 
The EMPLOYER shall provide medical ben-
efits, including dental benefits, for all Employees 
covered by this Agreement and their eligible 
dependents, Note: A Section 125 pre-tax plan 
will be provided for Employees to make their pre-
mium payments. 
AD Employees on the rotis prior to January 
1. 2003 will be given the opportunity to elect 
Medical Coverage from Plan A or Plan B. New 
employees hired on or after January 1, 2003 will 
only be allowed to enroll in Plan A. 
Under either plan the employee's spouse 
must elect coverage (at least single) under their 
separate employer's heahh plan as primary cov-
erage if the employer offers a medical plan whh 
a single coverage cost of less than : $110 in 
2003, $117 in 2004, $124 in 2005, $131 in 2006 
and $139 in 2007. 
(60) 












































Employee plus one $172 
Famty $210 
Details of Plans A and B are contained in the 
Summary Plan Description. 
There is no change to the employee cost for 
Dental Plan coverage, 
Section (f) Practices 
Service Emblem Plan 
(61) 
Article XIII - Miscellaneous 
Section (a) Pay Day 
All Employees will be paid on a weekly 
basis. Payment shall be made by check with 
recognition for legitimate deductions. The 
Employee shaft receive, wfth his pay, a plain 
statement itemizing the number of hours worked 
during the pay penod and setting forth the 
straight time, overtime and premium time hours 
worked during the pay period. The statement 
shall also itemize all payroll deductions. 
Section (b) Bulletin Boards 
The PLANT will provide and maintain bul-
letin boards at mutually agreeable locations for 
exclusive use by the UNION on which the 
UNION may post notices. Such notices shall not 
be offensive in nature to any individual or group 
of persons. Such notices shall show a removal 
date and shall be delivered to the Plant Manager 
or the Human Resources Manager or their 
designee prior to posting. 
Section fc) Safety Shoes 
Each calendar year of this Agreement's 
term, the PLANT will provide each Employee an 
allowance per current practice up to $125.00 for 
the purchase of safety shoes. 
Employees may purchase shoes from the 
"Shoe Truck" Program or from an authorized 
dealer(s) in this area. 
Section (d) Eye, Examinations, 
Each Employee requiring an eye examina-
tion within an eignteen (18) month time period, 
(62) 
upon presenting a paid receipt to the Plant 
Medical Department, will be reimbursed for the 
expense of such examination up to a maximum 
of $50, but in no case is the reimbursement to 
exceed the cost of the examination. 
Section, (e) Disability Accommodation 
This Agreement shall not prevent the 
PLANT from making a reasonable accommoda-
tion of disabled persons as required by state 
and/or federal law, including the Americans With 
Disabilities Act. In the event a proposed accom-
modation would conflict with an express provi-
sion of this Agreement, the parties, at efther's 
request, shall meet to discuss the proposed 
accommodation. Nothing in this section shall 
require the UNION to agree to modify terms of 
this Agreement or to waive seniority rights under 
this Agreement. In the event the PLANT and the 
UNION, in settling a grievance or litigation would 
agree, or a court or arbitrator would order that 
the PLANT make an accommodation that other-
wise conflicts with the terms of this Agreement, 
that accommodation shall supersede such con-
flicting terms of this Agreement. The parties 
agree that any accommodation made by the 
PLANT with respect to job duties or any other 
term or condition of employment made pursuant 
to settlement of a grievance or litigation (whether 
formal or informal), or arbitral or court order, 
shall not, in any way, become applicable to any 
other individual, class, or group of Employees 
but shall apply only to the person or persons 
accommodated in the particular situation. The 
fact that such person(s) was accommodated, the 
manner and method of such accommodation 
shall be without precedent and therefore may 
not be used or relied upon by any person for that 
purpose at any time in the future. 
(63) 
Article XIV - No Strike or Lockout 
Section (a) Union Not to Strike 
Under no circumstances will the UNION or 
Employees participate in, instigate, cause, or 
encourage, any strike during the term of this 
Agreement, including unfair labor practice 
strikes, sympathy strikes, jurisdictional strikes or 
work stoppages. 
Section [b> Union to Halt Breach 
In the event of a breach of Section (a), the 
UNION shall use reasonable means to end the 
breach, including advising the involved 
Employees that their conduct may be in violation 
of the Agreement, and if it is they may be disci-
plined up to and including discharge, and that 
they should immediately cease the offending 
conduct, 
Section jc) Discipline for Breach 
The PLANT has the right to discipline, up to 
and including discharge, any Employee who vio-
lates this Article and such discipline shall be 
deemed to be for good cause. Any such disci-
pline or discharge under this Section shall be 
subject to the grievance procedure. 
Section (d\ No Lockout 
The PLANT agrees not to tockout the 
Employees during the term of this Agreement. 
(64) 
Article XV - Matntain Integrity of the Contract 
and Resort to Courts 
The UMWA and the EMPLOYER agree and 
affirm that, except as provided herein, they will 
maintain the integrity of this contract and that all 
disputes which are not settled by agreement 
shall be settled by the machinery provided in the 
"Settlement of Disputes" Article of this 
Agreement, Nothing in this provision, however, is 
intended to diminish any individual rights an 
Employee might enjoy by law. in addition, the 
EMPLOYER expressly authorizes the UNION to 
seek judicial relief, without exhausting the griev-
ance machinery, in cases involving successor-
ship. 
(65) 
Article XVI * Modification and Severability 
Clause 
Section (a) Modification 
tf during the life of this Agreement there 
shall be in existence any applicable (aw, rule, 
regulation or order issued by Governmental 
authority, which shall be inconsistent with any 
provision of this Agreement, the parties will meet 
to modify such provision to the extent necessary 
to comply with such law, rule, regulation or 
order. 
Section (b) Severability 
In the event that any provision of this 
Agreement shall at any time be declared invalid 
by &ny court of competent jurisdiction, such 
decision shall not invalidate the entire 
Agreement, it being the express intention of the 
parties hereto that all other provisions not so 




Ratification and Termination of this Agreement 
This Agreement shall become effective at 
12:01 am on the day following notification to the 
Remington Arms Co., Inc., by the International 
Union, united Mine Workers of America, that this 
Agreement has been ratified and approved by 
the membership covered hereby. 
This Agreement shall not be subject to ter-
mination by either party srgnatory hereto prior to 
12:01 a.m. September 16, 2007, provided, how-
ever, that either the party of ihe first part or the 
party of the second part may terminate this 
Agreement on or alter 12:01 a.m, September 16, 
20D7, by giving at least sixty days written notice 
to Ihe other party of such desired termination 
date. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each of the parties 
signatory hereto has caused this Agreement to 
be signed, effective this 12th day ofOctober 
2002 , the Agreement having been ratified and 
approved by the membership covered hereby on 
October 11, 2002. 
On Behalf o(: 
UNITED MINE WORKERS OF AMERICA 
On Behaff of:" 
REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 
7/bM^/ 
(67) 
SHORTTERM DISABILITY PAY PLAN 
The Short Term Disability Pay Plan tor IHon howty 
Employees shall be amended as of the effectiiw data of 
this Agreement to read as follows: 
CrtsaWity Pay 
Alt Employees wilt be entitled to participate in the 
Company's Short Term Disability Plan as outlined in the 
Health and Welfare Summary Plan Description, starting on 
the Employee's first calendar day of disability. The pay 
structure win be as follows: 
Employees with a date ot hire of September I f . 1997 or 
earlier 
Per schedule beta*. 
Employees hired after September 11, 1997 
Applicable New York State Disability Rale 
All Employees will be expected to see a doctor on 
the second calendar day of illness and must report to the 
Plant Medical Department on any absence which extends 
to the third day. 
All employees with a date of hire of September 11,1997 
or earner receive disability in accordance with the following 
schedule: 
FWSlKf SMriSVui' M*itom l 
IctUMlfrftynilllflgttBWfe m 7J* 1OT, 
JWu*tai*jri)ffiigtfiiumta Sri m m 
3d ust during rcltog 15 iMTjtu 50% 7S* 1W\ 
(low* 
Workers Compensation claims for emptoyoes with a dale ot 
hire o( September 11,1997 or earlier, the Company will pay the 
first 10 days per the above schedule subject (t> reimbursemem 
for duplicate payment from Workers Cemoensalion. 
'Or awarded Slate Workers Compensation whichever is higher, 
(68) 
Effective October 12 ,2002 
Start 6TT»S 12roos 24mos 
1 $6.02 $6,95 $3.42 
2 $9,04 $9,81 $10,18 
3 $9.83 $10,62 $11.01 
4 $11,16 $1154 $1233 
5 $14.35 $14.79 $14,99 $15.42 
6 $15,42 $1556 $1658 $16.66 
Appendix A 
36mos 48mos 51mos 54mos 57mos 60mos 63mos 
$3.88 $10.66 $11,06 $1129 $11.46 
$1066 $1129 $11.46 $1153 $1221 $1Z59 
$11.41 $12.21 $12,59 $1256 $13.46 $13.96 
$1271 $13.49 $13.96 $1416 $14.35 $14.79 
$15.85 
$17.04 
Bfectwe 9 r t * 0 3 
Start 6mos 12mos 24mos 3Sros 
1 $&26 $9.22 $9.70 $10.18 
2 $9.31 $10.11 $10.49 $1087 
J 3 $10.13 $10.94 $11.34 $11.75 
4 $1U9 $1230 $\Z,70 $1109 
5 $14.78 $(523 $15.44 $15.83 $16.33 
6 $15J6 $1&33 $1677 $17.16 $17.55 
48mos 51mos 54mos 57mos fflmos 63m5S 
$11.18 $11.40 $11.63 $11.80 
$11.63 $11.80 $12.18 $12.58 $1256 
$1256 $12.96 $1355 $13.68 $143 
$13.88 $1458 $14.58 $14.78 $15.23 
Effective 913/05 
Start 6mos 12mos 24mos 36mos 
1 $&49 $9.47 $9.9(7 $10.46 
2 $9,56 $10,38 $10.78 $11,17 
3 $10.41 $11,24 $11.65 $1207 
4 $11.81 $1264 $ia05 $ia45 
5 $15.19 $15.66 $15.86 $1652 $1&7B 
6 $16.32 $16.78 $17,23 $17.6* $tt.03 
48mo6 51mos 54mos 57mos 60mos 63mos 
$11.49 $11.71 $11.95 $1213 
$1155 $12,13 $1252 $1293 $13.32 
$1299 $13.32 H3J1 $1456 $14.78 
$1426 $14.78 $1456 $15.18 $15.65 
APPENDIX B 




246 MA l f lOOM OPERATOR 
146 TRUCKEFWWSHER 
502 KSFSTCHOPERAJOfi 
150 PARTS STOREKEEPER 
169 WAREHOUSE PERSON 
121 PHWT ROOM OPERATOR 
715 MACHNEMARKMAGAZINEBOXES 
716 CHOKE TUBE WRENCH ASSEMBLY 
302 MGCELLANEOUSUNE OPERATOR 
265 DATA ENTRY/VOX 
164 SAUMGE WORKER 
105 SHPPINGCLBK 
130 ROTOCLCNE CLEANER 
252 SALESCLERK 
247 CLERK 
217 ENGRAVER TRANEE 





197 MISCELLANEOUS OPERATOR 
337 GALLERY MANTENANCE 
2B7 COMPUTER OPERATOR 
101 a n T E R G R W O ALL AROUND- TRAINEE 




501 QUN REPAIR PERSON TRAINEE (STRIPPER) 
33B SENIOR SHIPPING CLERK 
2 « OJSTCWSHOPBWTSPflOCESSOfl 















































MACHINE UNE OPERATOR 
SENIOR OEFK 
TCOL4MCOEL MAKER THANEE 
SENOR OTA ENTRY OPERATOR 
SIDfOEEPERCOfTPOLHR 












ARMS SEWCE PACKER 
RECEMNG CLERK 





PURCHASED FARTS INSPECTOR 
HAZARDOUS MATERIAL HANDLER SPECtAUST 
PARTS* REPAIR CORRESPCNDENT 
ELECTfflCWt 
CASHIER 
RETURN GOODS COORDWAJCfl 
GENERAL M W I B W N C E MECHANIC 
SENIOR ACCOUNTING CLERK 





I£!fi. QQIS IJJif 
H 1S0 CUSTDMGLWSMriH 
178 GUNEXPEHTER 
286 STOREKEEPERCCWTTaLERSPECWUST 





510 GUN REPAIR PERSON 
702 HEATTREAT INSPECTOR 
703 TORCHDRAWOPERATOR 
706 POLISHER 
706 HEATTREAT SPECIALIST 
707 BRECONTfiOLASSEMBLER 
751 TEST4TARGET 
753 W S R C K 
508 CUSTOM R E P A I f l W X O REPAIR d FIMSH 
796 HANDCHECXERER 
755 FINAL ASSEMBLY 
B02 RECEMNGNSPECTOR 
SOS R E C E M N S L O S - W N S F E c r a R 
211 P O W E R METAL INSPECTOR 
262 WAREHOUSE COOBDWATOR 
280 CAD PFOCWCTOPERATOR 
283 C © TOOL DESIGN OPERATOR 
333 SEMOR UTILITY CLERK 
509 FIMSH WOOD REFWR 
7« OaWWMevTSPECIAUST 
603 ASSOCIATE PLANNER 
806 PURCHASING ASSOCIATE 
7GB MACHNE OPERATOR SPEOAUST 
320 FMSSPEC1AUBT 
28S SWIOfl COMPUTER OPERATOR 
503 METAL FNJSHER 
219 CYCLE C O M E R 
758 S G m SUBASSEMBLY INSPECT, REPAfl 













































SENOfi METAL RMSHER 




ADMNCED MACHINE SETTER 
PIPEFITTER SPECIALIST 
ACCOUNTS RECEW8LE COORDINATOR 
HAZARDOUS MATERIAL LEADER 
CUTTER INSPECTOR 
CAD P r m j C T OPERATOR SPECIALIST 
TOCL & MODEL MAKER2ND CLASS 
SENIOR FARTSa REPAIR CORRESPONDENT 
MANTENANCEMACHNer 
TOCUMODELMAffiFU ST CLASS 
CNC ASSOCIATE PROGRAMMER 
TECHNICAL GRIND SPEOAUST 
CAD TOOL DESIGN OPERATOR SPEOAUST 
GALLERY LEADER 
5EWOROIN REPAIR PERSON 
SENIOR PURCHASING ASSOCIATE 
SENIOR ENGRAVER ' 
SENIOR CUSTOM GUNSMFTH 
SENIOR FMS SPECIALIST 
SENIOR HAND CHECKEHER 
MRP DATA CONTROL SPECIALIST 
COMPUTER OPERATOR LEADEH 
HVAC TECHNICIAN 
SENIOR TECHNICIAN 
QUALITY ASSURANCE GAGE INSPECTOR 
SENIOR AREAMETALCOMPONENT REFWR 
ENGRAVER SPECIALIST 
COOT ACCOUNTANT 
STORES SAP COORDINATOR 
MAINTENANCE MACHINISTTECHNICIAN 
PLANT ENGINEERING GROUP LEADER 
PAYROLL CLERK 
CAD PRODUCT DESIGNER 
NCAONCTCOLMAKER 
ARMS SERVICE GUN REPAIR SPECIALIST 
MCS COORDINATOR 
<75> 
\ESL S3BE IH1£ 
06 284 SENIORTECHNICIAN SPECIALIST 
357 EXH«^,VBmLAT10N,DEaGNSPEOLEADER 
36S CNC PROGRAMMER 




299 ELECTRICIAN TECHNICIAN 
137 SENIOR PIPEFnTING SPECIALIST 
(76) 
APPENDIX C 
Practices, Customs arid Agreements 
VLOA (with adustmert to mecfcal and dental) 9/13W 
Direct DeposWVIfeekry Pay** Checks 4/11/95 
Reporkiof Absence to Plant MerJcdJ ffl/95 
Rolls to Probationary Employees reverting to verbal on 
end of probation^11/00 
Selection of Machine Setters 9/595 
Employer OtfcpSon to Provide Union Representation 
Abifty to progress in recognized Job Codes based on 
CtganizationNeeds and employee skis 
742 memo of Undeistandhg 7124/95 
SWft RsaSgnmerrt Procedure 6/17/98 
Re-evaluate jobs based on significant change Memo of 
Agreement Undated 
FMS Progressicrt Memo of Agreement 7/34/95 
Juiy Duty Guidelines letter 6/17/97 
MBary Tramra & Servioe Guidennes Letter 8/17/87 
Gverlme combined with 1 /2 day vacation practice letter 
&9/99 
Job Code 767/766 Issue letter of Understanding 
10/13Q9 
Medk^PrescrbsdRxrtwear Practice tetter2Z7/B4 
Birthday Scheduling Memo of Agreement 12&00 
Preferential Treatment tor Beting Memo of Undeistandrtg 
5/27/99 
Employee Treatment h machine Moves or Regrouping 
PrHips4th Step Grievance Answer VSB/90 
Norma) Shift Schedules 
Apprentice Program Agreement (latest version) 
Procedure for Call In dumg Vacation Periods 1/15/90 fetter 
Paid Tree off for DentalDoctor Aprpanlments 10/31/89 tet-
ter 
Responsibilities of Supervisicrv&riplcyees Concerning 
Prfoorfew of Medcal and Other Absences 1/2990 letter 
Verbal Wflrrirvcs/Absentee Records 7/13/B9 Letter 
Records of Interview (ROITs) in Floor Rtes letter S/13/90 
Hoidays with ReSgtous Meaning - Not Recognted as 
P la r t lWiys lSSt t tetter 
Leaves of Absence V15/90 Letter 
Ratesof Pay- NewHres/ Re-hires undated tetter 
(77) 
Rates of Pay -ProgressicttRegressfon undated Letter 
Service Awards undated letter 
Filing Job Vacancies created by dsabftty 
Union rights to pagers and unrestricted telephone 
Letter ofUhderstanotng - Calculating Seniority Dates 
12298 
SAP Transaction SpedaSst Agreement 2/1 &20QO letter 
Memo o) Understandng Doctor An»Wnients 9fl 1^ 2002 
(78) 
